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Reading the book, it's hard not to notice how spiders are like people. Although Brunetta and Craig don't state this directly, it seems that humans and spiders are everywhere because we both engineer our circumstances to suit us. For spiders, however, the engineering skills are genetic and not learned, and spiders' only tool is silk. Silk made spiders a success, and Brunetta and Craig tell us how. The narrative of their book largely tracks the evolutionary timeline, following spiders as they evolved from shy creatures that rarely ventured from their burrows to diverse creatures to be found all over the world that even travel by air. The book injects doses of genetics as needed along the way. In the process, the authors reveal an amazing treat for arachnophiles and teachers of evolution both: spiders turn out to be model organisms for showing how minor changes in DNA can affect major changes in the organism.
Spider Silk is written for the layperson. It requires no advanced knowledge of spiders, biology, or evolution. It strives to provide all the background a reader might need. It goes out of its way to explain basic ideas in evolution and to address a few misunderstandings that laypeople often have about evolution. The book is mostly an easy read. However, this naturalist and nature educator found himself having to reread some of the genetic descriptions a few times to understand them. Also, a minor annoyance is that sentences are occasionally redundant with sentences from previous chapters, but that's nitpicking.
The book is especially enjoyable for its little surprises. Did you know that spiders make different types of silk, one of which is actually a glue? That the tarantula-like spiders (mygalomorphs) cannot drop on a dragline? That insects will collide with orbwebs in the sun because of the way shadows play over the webs? That messy-looking cobwebs evolved from the more orderly orbwebs and are in ways more "advanced" than orbwebs? That if you take an egg sac from a wolf spider and give her a styrofoam ball, she'll aggressively defend the styrofoam ball as if it were her egg sac? And on and on ... The book is also playfully written. Playful language is great for educators who are trying to reach children. After explaining that spiders have many ways to catch their prey, we read, "There's more than one way to catch a bug." The book compares wasps to sharks, saying that a spider in a protective aerial web is like a person in a shark cage. We also learn that a spider-like Spider-Man would need a "flap in the seat of his Superhero tights" were it not for his mechanical web-shooters worn on his wrists. We even learn that spiders are "garbed in weathervanes" for determining the direction of the wind. The technical genetics gets playful too, comparing a protein under assembly to "a line of hand-holding six-year-olds suddenly left without supervision." Amid all this fun, the authors develop two complementary themes. The first is that the story of the evolution of spiders is the story of the evolution of spider silk. The authors start about 400 million years ago, describing early spiderlike arachnids such as trigonotarbids and Attercopus. The story of spiders begins with mesotheles, the oldest spiders we have in the fossil record. Attesting to the success of spiders, mesotheles are still found in parts of Asia today, still secluding themselves under ground. The authors then trace what we know about how spiders have since evolved to use their silk. The tarantula-like mygalomorphs employed silk to extend their reach above ground. The most recent group of spiders, the araneomorphs, developed a new kind of strong, resilient silk that allowed them to move entirely off the ground, where they could make webs to catch insects or drop from draglines to escape predators. Once off the ground, spiders' use of silk diversified tremendously, and the authors survey this fascinating diversity.
The complementary theme is that small changes in a spider's silk genes can correspond to dramatic changes in a spider's phenotype. The authors explain how spiders make a variety of types of webs, employing those webs in different ways. Different types of webs require different types of silk. Silk is a protein, and proteins are produced from genes, which serve as templates. A small change in the DNA of a single silk gene maps directly to a different kind of silk. We can therefore trace the evolutionary relationships of spiders more readily than we can for many other organisms. We can also more clearly see how a small change in DNA could create opportunities for natural selection to operate on behavioral variation, take advantage of a new silk, and evolve a new species.
Spider Silk makes the case that spiders are in many ways ideal species for studying evolution and for teaching how evolution happens. It is a gentle primer on evolution and genetics, as well as an introduction to spiders. There is some good material here for educators to draw on. The authors explicitly take time to show how spiders clarify certain misunderstandings about evolution, such as the notion that evolution is strictly progressive. The authors also take time to refute a few creationist claims, such as how the existence of living fossils like mesotheles supposedly contradicts evolution. The book isn't just for educators, though. It is an enjoyable, informative, and surprising read.
